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 682 THE MUSICAL TIMES.-DECEMBER I, 1878.

 theatres in Naples, Milan, Paris, London, Vienna, St.
 Petersburg, or the Theatre Royal at Madrid. There must
 also be a sufficient complement of inferior but skilled
 artists. The chorus shall consist of at least eighty, viz.,
 thirty female and fifty male singers.

 The orchestra shall consist of at least one hundred
 artists, and shall have two directors, one of whom shall be
 a Spaniard. There shall also be a good military band.

 The ballet shall consist of two principal dancers of good
 repute, with the necessary number of figurantes.

 As a guarantee for the performance of this part of the
 contract, a list of the company shall, a fortnight before
 the opening of the subscription list, be laid before a jury,
 two at least of whom must be members of the Royal
 Academy of Fine Arts of San Fernando.

 Every year shall be put on the stage one grand Opera
 with all the appliances necessary for competition with the
 principal theatres of Europe.

 One Opera, old or new, that has not before been heard at
 Madrid, must be produced each year. Also one new
 Opera in three or more acts by a native composer. A jury
 of five composers, three nominated by the Minister of
 Finance and two by the establishment, shall adjudicate on
 the merits of those submitted, which must be sent in
 by November i, and the Opera chosen must be pro-
 duced before the Ist of March. The royalty to be paid
 to the author and performers shall be determined by the
 jury.

 Whenever the Board of the National School of Music
 and Elocution shall present to the Theatre Royal a student
 who has obtained the first prize for singing at that institu-
 tion, the said establishment shall be compelled to give
 such student a principal character in an opera to be agreed
 on. No salary will be given, but such student shall have
 the right of three appearances, subject to the approval of
 the public. The said School of Music shall also be fur-
 nished with twelve admissions per week, to be distributed
 among the students.

 Here follow some clauses referring to the decoration of
 the building. &c.

 If the impresario should desire to commence a sixth
 season he will have to erect, at his own expense, an organ
 suitable for the place and object. On the termination of
 the lease from any cause all the decorations, &c., shall
 be the property of the Government.

 To guarantee due performance of the contract the
 lessee shall deposit in the General Treasury of Deposits
 a sum of 50,000 pesetas (say, ?2,000ooo) in cash or State
 paper, at the market price, to be returned at the expiration
 of the lease. The subscriptions shall likewise be deposited
 in the same General Treasury, to be drawn upon by fort-
 nightly instalments, such withdrawals in no case to exceed
 the amount corresponding to the number of performances
 given. The latter provision may be dispensed with, under
 a banker's guarantee.

 In case of stoppage of the performances, arising from
 fire, plague, war, or other calamity, the lessee may, with
 the consent of the Government, rescind the contract, but
 cannot claim compensation. The Government may like-
 wise rescind the contract, with forfeiture of the guarantee,
 in case of non-compliance with any of the conditions.

 The theatre shall be adjudicated to the highest bidder,
 and the sum offered is to be applied for the encouragement
 and protection of national music, by pensions to Spanish
 artists abroad, prizes to Spanish artists, &c., to be awarded
 by the Academy of San Fernando.

 The rent shall be paid in advance, in quarterly instal-
 ments.

 Persons desiring to send in estimates, which will be
 opened on November 5, 1878, must deposit the sum of
 12,500oo pesetas (say, ?500) with the General Treasury of
 Deposits, which will be returned in case the offer is not
 accepted.

 The successful competitor, who must receive the royal
 approbation, shall present within ten days a certificate of
 the deposit of 50,000 pesetas, in failure of which his deposit
 of I2,5oo pesetas will be forfeited to the State.

 On the fulfilment of these conditions the lease shall be
 executed in duplicate at the cost of the lessee.

 This is a grand scheme; but in Spain everything is
 planned on a large scale.

 Let us give the enhorabuena to the bold impresario who
 will have the courage to undertake the execution of it.

 I remain, Sir, yours faithfully,
 CECIL BURCH.

 Io, Rushmore Road, Clapton Park, E.,
 October 8, 1878.

 THE MINOR SCALE.

 TO THE EDITOR OF " THE MUSICAL TIMES."

 SIR,-I have not seen Messrs. Novello and Co.'s
 " MUSICAL PRIMER," No. 18, in which Mr. Curwen gives
 an account of the Tonic Sol-fa method.

 Your critique upon it (October i) has been brought under
 my notice. Passing to the more important part of it,
 "The Minor Scale," it seems to me that Mr. Curwen's
 treatment of this form of the scale has been somewhat
 misunderstood.

 In the example given:-

 ~-e-- --
 m t bah r 1

 there is nothing to show that this passage is minor; and in
 the rendering of it in the key of A, as " simplicity itself,"'
 s r 1 f d, it is certainly not minor, concluding as it does
 upon a full plagal cadence.

 Neither of these translations into the Tonic Sol-fa nota-

 tion given by you would ever have been imagined by any
 one conversant with this notation.

 The passage is either in the key of G, or in the key of C,
 with a chromatic tone.

 If in C the Sol-fa reading would be m t fe r 1; if in G,
 1 m t s r; in either of which forms it can be read by any
 tyro.

 The intervals given by you, t bah r, are not true musical
 intervals. The voice would not sing them. No tempered
 instrument can play them. When correctly noted,
 t fe r, or m t s, the intervals are a perfect fourth, followed
 by a perfect third, and easily singable by any one who
 knows the scale.

 May I assure your readers that a Sol-faist in singing
 regards intervals no more than a man ascending a ladder
 considers whether the steps are six, seven, or eight inches
 apart; his object is to place his foot upon the step, not
 upon the interval. So also any one crossing a ford by
 stepping-stones always takes care to make sure of the
 steps; the distances apart may be one, two, or three feet,
 it matters not what they are if he can only step over them..

 So, in singing, a Sol-faist thinks only of making sure of
 the tones of the scale, diatonic or chromatic; if the true
 sound is sung, the intervals, large or small, can take care
 of themselves, for they are sure to be correct.

 Your critique is generally good and fair. It surprises me
 to find such a hitch in it. When giving a specimen of Mr.
 Curwen's minor notation it should be correct, and such as
 every one can understand.

 Yours faithfully,
 Anderson's College, Glasgow, COLIN BRowN,

 November 12, 1878. Euing Lecturer on Music.
 [As we entirely endorsed Mr. Curwen's treatment of the

 minor scale, Mr. Brown must differ from Mr. Curwen if he
 differs from us. We simply advocated the supplementary
 study of interval, especially with a view to the application
 of the method of the staff notation. Sol-faists could as
 easily do this as pupils of any other school. The tonality
 of the passage in question could be definitely settled only
 by harmony. It is an extreme illustration of a difficulty
 well known to advanced Sol-faists and, we should have,
 supposed, to Mr. Brown, if he is a singer as well as a theo-
 retician. It is satisfactory to find Mr. Brown ingenuously
 supporting our argument by his discovery that the passage
 is easy because it contains only a perfect fourth and a per-
 fect fifth. Mr. Brown might read the review once more
 with advantage.-THE WRITER OF THE REVIEW.]

 THE SIGNATURE OF THE MINOR KEY.
 TO THE EDITOR OF "THE MUSICAL TIMES."

 SIR,-May I beg a small space in your valuable paper
 to ask a question that may probably sound absurd to
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 educated musicians, but with which many teachers of
 young pupils would, I believe, sympathise? Would it not
 be possible for composers and publishers to agree to adopt
 signatures for the minor keys more distinctive and appro-
 priate than those now in use? Of course the fact of the
 minor scales being written in various ways makes any
 change difficult; yet now that which is known as the
 French mode, with minor third, minor sixth, and major
 seventh, both ascending and descending, is gaining ground,
 why not endeavour to make it general ? Why, for example,
 should not the key of D minor have this signature:--

 and C minor-

 Sor even -
 The eye would soon become accustomed to it; the idea
 conveyed is definite; and to both copyist and printer the
 mechanical labour would be lessened. I know much might
 be urged against such a change; but they who have expe-
 rienced the difficulty of explaining to those unacquainted
 with the grammar of music why and how two pieces of
 music with the same signature may be in two different keys
 would, I fancy, find it a great help, for they know how
 often the explanation fails, the pupil retaining but a hazy
 idea of the difference between major and minor, and still
 mentally inclined to think of both as being in the same
 key, only that one is mystified and made difficult by the
 introduction of numerous accidentals the meaning of which
 is by no means clear to him.

 I believe that some such plan as the one here suggested
 might be found practicable, and would be a boon to some
 bewildered minds.-I am, sir, yours truly,

 J. F.
 [" J. F." will no doubt be surprised to hear that we have

 seen published music in D minor with the signature sug-
 gested.-ED. Musical Times.]

 MUSIC IN ENGLISH PARISH CHURCHES.

 TO THE EDITOR OF "THE MUSICAL TIMES."

 SIR,-I am afraid " All Saints', Burstwick," is not the
 only church where you might hear an unexpected kind of
 musical instrument, and my reason for saying so is this:-

 About five or six years ago I happened to attend a
 Sunday morning service at a country church some few
 miles from the cathedral city of Hereford, and, while not
 expecting very great things, I was hardly prepared to hear
 the strains of a concertina, and performed upon by the
 officiating clergyman ! I assure you such was the case.
 The responses were monotoned throughout, and the canti-
 cles and hymns were sung by a young girl who, judging
 from appearances, was connected with the household of
 the clergyman. She sang everything alone, without even
 the assistance of the concertina; the clergyman merely
 playing over the different things, and then leaving the.
 vocalist to herself. And when I say " herself" I mean it.
 Not a soul else in the church took any audible interest in
 the singing or responses, and such an extraordinary ser-
 vice I never before witnessed. I hope, sir, you will not
 think I was ungallant in not having done my best to at
 least make a duet of it, but the scene was so far removed
 from anything I could possibly have imagined that all
 ideas of a stranger taking any part in the service vanished,
 and yet it was torture to hear Dr. Dykes's beautiful setting
 of " Holy, Holy, Holy" (which was one of the hymns)
 rendered in such a style.

 As the congregation seemed totally indifferent to every-
 thing connected with the service, I anticipate the same
 sort of thing exists to this day. I hope it may not be so,
 and can only feel astonished that such a thing was possible
 in recent years and at a church so near the cathedral city.

 Yours truly,
 November 5, 1878. A. G.

 QUADRUPLE CHANTS.
 TO THE EDITOR OF " THE MUSICAL TIMES."

 SIR,-I am desirous of being introduced to a source of
 a few good Quadruple Chants. The only one with which

 I am at present acquainted is the well-worn one of Sir
 Herbert Oakeley in F. I think that such chant for a long
 canticle like the Te Deum is preferable to an ordinary
 double chant in choirs, where a simple musical service is
 alone necessary. If either you or any of your numerous
 correspondents can furnish me with the information I require,
 and will kindly do so, it will be esteemed a great favour
 by the writer.--I am, obediently yours,

 G. K., Organist.

 MR. DYSON's letter respecting his " Chromatic Music
 Stave, or Key-board System of Notation," alluded to in
 our last number, merely confirms the truth of our remark
 that his method perpetuates the feeling of the scale of C
 being natural, and all others departures from it. That he
 disbelieves, in common with most intelligent musicians,
 the abstract truth of this we do not doubt; but in reply to
 his assertion that " it is difficult to conceive of any prac-
 ticable plan by which every key or scale would be so
 delineated as to appear equally natural and at the same
 time theoretically true," we beg to draw his attention to
 the " Sequential System of Musical Notation," in which
 this desirable reform is most thoroughly carried out.

 TO CORRESPONDENTS.

 *,* Notices of concerts, and other information supplied by our friends
 in the country, must be forwarded as early as possible after the
 occurrence; otherwise they cannot be inserted. Our correspondents
 must specifically denote the date of each concert, for without such
 date no notice can be taken of the performance.

 Our correspondents will greatly oblige by writing all names as clearly
 as possible, as we cannot be responsible for any mistakes that may
 occur.

 Correspondents are informed that their names and addresses must
 accompany all communications.

 We cannot undertake to return oftered contributions; the authors,
 therefore, will do well to retain copies.

 Notice is sent to all Subscribers whose payment (in advance) is ex-
 hausted. The paper will be discontinued where the Subscription is
 not renewed. We again remind those who are disappointed in
 obtaining back numbers that, although the music pages are always
 stereotyped, only a sufficient quantity of the rest of the paper is
 printed to supply the current sale.

 K. C. B.-Your doing what you propose would be an infringement of
 copyright.

 BRIEF SUMMARY OF COUNTRY NEWS.
 We do not hold ourselves responsible for any opinions expressed in

 this Summary, as all the notices are either collated from the local
 papers or supplied to us by correspondents.

 BELFAST.-On Thursday, the 21st ult., a Ballad Concert was given
 in St. Mary's Hall, for the benefit of the poor visited by the members
 of St. Peter's branch, St. Vincent de Paul Society. Mrs. Maguire,
 Miss Doherty, Messrs. Glasgow, Ennis, Craig, Ritchie, and Flatley
 contributed the vocal solos with much success. Mr. W. H. Flood,
 Organist of St. Peter's, was Conductor, and performed a brilliant
 arrangement of some popular Irish airs. " The harp that once," har-
 monised by Balfe, and" The wine cup is circling," harmonised by
 Sir R. P. Stewart, were well rendered by a selected chorus of fifty
 voices. The concert was a complete success, and the committee have
 realised nearly ?30.

 BIRMINGHAM.-At a recent meeting of the General Committee of
 the Birmingham Musical Festival, Lord Norton in the chair, the
 report of the Orchestral Committee was received. It set forth that
 Lord Norton had accepted the offer of the presidency of the Festival of
 1879, and that negotiations and arrangements had been entered into
 for the production of new works, the titles of which would be
 announced at the next meeting. The pitch of the Town Hall Organ
 had been restored to about the same point at which it stood ten or
 twelve years ago. Mr. R. Peyton was requested to act as orchestral
 steward. The committee was authorised to re-appoint Sir Michael
 Costa as Conductor, and the next Festival was fixed for Tuesday,
 the 26th of August, 1879, and three following days.-The singing
 classes in connection with the Church of the Saviour gave a Concert,
 under the direction of Mr. H. M. Stevenson, at the Lecture Room on
 the 29th of October. The programme included W. H. Birch's pastoral
 operetta, The Merrie Men of Sherwood Forest, and a few songs. The
 artists were Miss Fraser Brunner, Messrs. Roper, C. Banks, J. Beard,
 T. Wathen, and E. Horrex; the band and choir numbered upwards of
 fifty, with Mr. H. Symper as leader; Mr. Thurstan officiated as pianist.
 The whole of the music was well rendered, and the chorus singing was
 highly creditable to Mr. Stevenson.-A Concert of Chamber Music
 was given to the subscribers of the Society of Artists on Saturday
 afternoon, the 9th ult. The programme included Grieg's Sonata for
 violin and pianoforte, Op. 8; Beethoven's Sonata, Op. 47 (the Kreutzer);
 and Mendelssohn's Trio in D minor; a violin solo by Ferdinand David,
 pieces for pianoforte by Mayer and Schumann, and songs by Anderton,
 Blumenthal, and Rubinstein. The executant s were M. Sainton, violin;
 Mrs. Hale, pianoforte; Mr. Roden. violoncello; and the Misses E. and
 M. Harris.-The Carl Rosa Opera Company gave a second six-night
 series at the Theatre Royal, commencing on Monday, the xith ult.
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